



Is the welcome of the waiting father in our story an instance 
of ‘unconditional forgiveness?’ Certainly the father’s welcome 
precedes the son’s confession. Is the word from the cross and 
indeed the word of the cross, not the supreme example of 
unconditional forgiveness, grace abounding and undeserving, 
which bring resurrection? Meanwhile our lives go on. There 
is the daily practice of accepting and forgiving one another 
in the light of a generous love, there is the deeper exercise of 
turning the other cheek and breaking the cycle of violence, and 
the continuing challenge in Nouwen’s words to become, be, like 
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from wider influences from the worldwide church, this book reminds 
us	of	where	we	have	come	from	and	should	be	of	interest	to	any	who	
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difficulty’. Eamon Duffy is Professor of the History of Christianity in 
the	University	of	Cambridge.	He	grew	up	in	the	Irish	town	of	Dundalk	
in	 the	days	before	 the	Second	Vatican	Council	and	 left	 for	England	







Insufficient thought has been given to how to make changes while 
